
least petrol was selected
(so we could spend
precious minutes filling up
for the week!), the
unbelievably smelly dogs
loaded in, and the M25
route risked - possibly
hoping for a total blockage
till opening time - for the
treck to “Happy Valley”.

Arriving around the time
the specified car-park, and
overflow, were
overflowing, BtS was
directing the tail enders into
the pub car-park,
presumably risking the
wrath of Mine Host. Lord
Raleigh got through his task
list of finding a mug to do
the run-report and the RA
spot relatively easily - I was

The Slob in new Metamorphasis
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Date 13-Jan-02

Hares Bob the Slob

Venue Coulsden Common

On On The Fox

It was a close thing!
Having had a minor sense-
of-humour loss during the
last SLOB run, the pulling
power of a Coulsden
Common outing, complete
with “Dogshit Meadow”
and “Crisp Packet Copse”,
was marginally less than the
gravitational attraction of
the multifarious back
“garden” winter tasks. The
damp grey foggy dawn
sealed the decision, even a
B-t-S ru(i)n was more
attractive, so the car with

fact that his first check
managed to turn the silent
majority around and dump
us second wavers at the
front? In any case it
heralded a perfectly
reasonable, non-cocked-up
with flour all over the shop,
type of trail.

Sqeezing different runs
out of the hankerchief size
bit of green round this neck
of the woods needs
“Tardis” like special
effects, and they kicked in
with the 1/2 mile plod
through the impressive
grove of Taxus Bocata and
Ilex Aquafolium along the
northern margins, followed

looking forward to an easy
write-up if it was as bad as
last time, and the Old
Coulsden FRBs would be
an easy target for RA so
“Hole in One” - me. But he
hadn’t figured out where
the start was going to be -
Here, There, or even more
There, so his plaintive cries
of “Not yet - 1 minute to
go” went unheeded as the
great unwashed in the
“Dogshit Carpark” set off
into the murk with a
customary silence.

Not long after that the
great “Dr. Who” type
metamorphasis of “The
Slob” started to be come
apparent - or is my
judgement clouded by the

contender for FRB of the
week (who unfortunately
buggered off home and
missed his moment of fame
at my down-downs).

Back at the cars, Dr
Death was making up for
his 3 hour run last week by
being half way through a
pint by the time I got in at
12:07:31!

Lord Raleigh correctly
recognized BtS’s trans-
mogrification and hopefully
no-one will ever boycott a
Slob run again! - Until the
next time! If he’s allowed a
next time HAVING NOT
PICKED UP AND
WASHED THE MUGS!

by the return in exactly the
opposite direction not 20
yards (sorry metres) away
just outside the trees! This
of course allowed a whole
raft of SCBs to get in on the
act and off they went
straight down the hill trying
to catch up with the
Coulsden FRBs (and
Monika!). Then the most
excellent opportunity for an
SC presented itself to our
little band, as we could the
hear the hearties down in
the valley with no other way
but back up towards us, so
a short sharp hack across
the top brought us into close
proximity with the prime



Tequill’over
47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey

KT23 4LF

sh3onsec@bigfoot.com
www.bigfoot.com/~sh3onsec

Directions :
Take A25 west from Dorking. After 5 1/2 miles turn left in
Gomshall opposite Jet filling station into Queen Street. Go
straight ahead over level crossing up Burrows Lane, turn left
after 1 mile towards Peaslake into Pond Lane. Continue 1 1/2
miles and turn right at war memorial in Peaslake into
Walking Bottom. Car park is 1/4 mile on left.

Run 1397

Date 20-01-02

Hares Mrs. G-spot & ET

Venue Peaslake

On On The Hurtwood Inn

SSA New: 154C5 Old: 122B1

OS TQ 085445 (LR ?)
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1398 27-Jan John Belacan
(Blachan) & Dorothy

Chobham

1399 03-Feb Mystery Hare II Mychett

1400 10-Feb The Bounder TBA

1401 17-Feb Mrs. Robinson &
Doug-The-Tub

Ranmore !

1402 24-Feb FRB Gomshall

Receding Hareline:

A man and his wife had been traveling for 18 hours
when they decided to stop for a few hours to rest.
 They checked into a nice hotel and slept for four
hours. When they were ready to continue their
trip, they went downstairs to pay their bill.
The desk clerk handed them a bill for $350. The
man exploded, and said the bill was too high, asking
to see the manager.
The manager met them at the front desk and
explained that the hotel had an olympic pool and a
nice conference room and they were available for
the couple's use. "But we didn't use them!" the man
complained.
The manager insisted that! the room and pool were

available for them, as well as tickets to several
shows!
The man insisted that they didn't use any of those
things, but the manager just replied, "They were
there and you could have!"
Finally, needing to get back on the road,
the man wrote a check for $100.
The manager looked at the check and said,
"This is only for $100."
The man replied, "That's right. I charged you
$250 for sleeping with my wife."
"But I didn't sleep with her!" the manager said.
The man smiled and said! , "Yeah, but she was here
and you could have." (Hmmm - any good ones? ed)


